LIGHTING EQUIPMENT HIRE PRICES 2014
Phone 1300 658 350

Email: enquiry@comentech.com.au

Rates quoted are for you to collect & return, overnight hire. We can deliver, and set up, operate, remove
equipment. See last page for multi day hire discounts
A security deposit is required on all hires

Image

All hire rates incl GST

Description

1st Day Hire

DIMMERS & CHASERS
Jands FP12 DMX Dimmer Rack mounted in Roo Racks
12 Ch of 2400 watts . 32A 3 Phase Power Cable

$44

Jands 4Pack-D 4 Ch Dimmer Controller DMX
4 x 1000 watt Lighting Controller 15 Amp AC Plug

$28

Lite Puter A-408 4Ch Chaser,16 Chase Patterns
4 x 650 watts 10Amp AC Plug

$18

Chauvet Datastream 1input 4 output optically isolated
DMX splitter 5Pin & 3 pin XLR sockets

$22

LIGHTING CONSOLES
Strand 6Ch DMX Lighting controller,also runs on 9V
Battery…..5Pin XLR output

$15

Strand 200 Plus 24/48 Channel SmartDMX Console
Facilitates Moving Lights & LED’s

$66

JANDS Cl……LED Specific Lighting Console
12Ch Dual pre-set Fixture Menu included

$46

Elation Operator DJ DMX Console
8 Fixture & Show Memory

$28

CHAUVET Stage Designer 50 lighting console
Dual Preset 12/24ch,3Pin & 5Pin XLR DMX connector
Audio Input,6RU

$39

NANO HOG 4
Nano Hog 4 is supported by Hog 4 PC software which
completes a fully-fledged professional DMX console
Comes complete with rack mounted PC and monitor
Up to 4096 DMX 512 channels
Up to 8 ART-net e1.3.1 universes
Unlimited crossfades
Thousands of Cues, Cue parts, Cue lists, chases, effects,
groups, palettes, pages, macros

$240

FRESNEL LIGHTING FIXTURES
FAL 500F….. 500 Watt Fresnel with barndoors pipe hook
and safety chain

$13

FAL 1000F….. 1000 Watt Fresnel with barndoors pipe
hook and safety chain

$18

PROFILE LIGHTING FIXTURES
COEMAR Profilo 1200 Watt sharp edge profile spot pipe
hook and safety chain

$22

CHAUVET LFS75DMX led profile spot
75 Watt Led
8 Colours plus Spit Colours with Pipe Hook and Safety
Chain

$44

CYCLORAMA LIGHTS
STRAND 500W QUAD CYCLIGHTS
Fitted with Weiland plugs and Pipe Hook and Safety
Chain

SYMMETRICAL FLOOD LIGHTS
PROLIGHT PR10-CHS
With Barndoor, Pipe Hook and safety chain

$18

SYLVANIA QH1500
With 35mm stand adapter

$12

SYLVANIA HMI400
400 Watt Discharge Floodlight with 35mm stand adapter

$20

FOLLOWSPOTS
FAL SPARK 575
575 Watt discharge followspot with colour changer and
stand

$99

iFollow 1200 DMX
1200 Watt discharge followspot and stand
Push button colour selection, iris control, colour
temperature, strobe speed…..etc.

$144

COLOUR CHANGERS
MATIN PRO 400
250 Watt discharge DMX colour changer with DMX
converters, Pipe Hook and Safety Chain

$30

SCANNERS
LIGHT EMOTION PK-8
250 Watt 4DMX channel scanner with Pipe Hook and
Safety Chain
Controller available

$24

$24

PAR CANS
DTS-PAR64MFL
1000 Watt Medium Flood with Pipe Hook and Safety
Chain….. available in black or polished finish
Also available in bar of 4 lights
DTS-P56Short
300 Watt Medium Flood with Pipe Hook and Safety
Chain….Also available in bar of 4 lights
DTS-PAR56MFL….Long
300 Watt Medium Flood with Pipe Hook and Safety
Chain….Available in black or polished
Also available in bar of 4 lights
DTS-PAR46LED
90 watt LED White 5700 degree colour temperature
Can be supplied with Pipe Hook and Safety Chain or
Floor Stand
DTS-PAR36
30 Watt Pinspot Pipe Hook and Safety Chain
Available in black or polished

$12

LED PAR64-Lite
183 LEDs……RGB DMX or internal programs
With Pipe Hook, Safety Chain and DMX Cable
Also available in bar of 4 lights
LED PAR64-Lite Controller
Standalone controles colour (RGB) sound and auto
chase

$15

CHAUVET Pix Par 24
24 x 3 Watt TriColour LED
DMX or internal program With Pipe Hook, Safety Chain
and DMX Cable

RAY LIGHTS

$9

$10

$16

$7

$16

$65

DTS-RAY64
500 Watt Ray light in PAR 64 Can with Pipe Hook and
Safety Chain

$14

DTS-RAY56
500 Watt Ray light in PAR 56 Can with Pipe Hook and
Safety Chain

$13

LED PANELS AND LIGHTS
CHAUVET LEDCW colour panels
324 LED colour panels
DMX or internal program With Pipe Hook, Safety Chain
and DMX Cable
CHAUVET COLOUR BANK FX
LED Coloured wash lights
Internal program With Pipe Hook, Safety Chain

$24

CHAUVET BEAM SHOT
9 Watt LED Spot (RGB Colour)

$14

CHAUVET PIN SPOT
3 Watt LED Spit (white only)

$7

$17

STROBES
ADJ ST80 PARTY STROBE
80 Watt Strobe with variable flash rate

$16

GENI EGG STROBE
Mounts festoon Lights (10 units)

$30

ADJ ST700 JUMBO STROBE
700 Watt Strobe DMX or Manual

$28

GENI ST2000 STROBE
2000 Watt Strobe Manual or DMX

$44

UV LIGHTS
ADJ UV GUN
400 Watt UV Flood Light (Back Light Blue)
UV1200
1200 mm fixture and UV tube (available with pipe
hooks)
Single fixture
Double Fixture
CHAUVET LED UV BANK
High-output UV LED fixture with removeable barndoors

MIRROR BALLS

$24

$11
$20
$48

MIRROR BALLS including motor (Silver)
12 inch (300 mm)
16 inch (400 mm)
20 inch (500 mm)

$22
$33
$44

MIRROR BALLS including motor (coloured)
16 inch (400 mm)

$46

MOVING LED LIGHTS
CHAUVET SPOT 150
40 Watt LED RGB
8 Colours …… 5 Gobo
DMX or Stand Alone Operation

$58

CHAUVET BEAM 350
75 Watt LED RGB
8 Colours …… 5 Gobo ….. Split Prism
DMX or Stand Alone Operation
CHAUVET SPOT 450
180 Watt LED RGB
8 Colours …… 5 Gobo….. Split Prism…… Focus
DMX or Stand Alone Operation

$95

$155

LASERS
GREEN GHOST LASER
30 mW Laser
Auto, Sound Activated or DMX
32 inbuilt patterns
With Pipe Hook and Safety Chain
RED GHOST LASER
100 mW Laser
Auto, Sound Activated or DMX
32 inbuilt patterns
With Pipe Hook and Safety Chain
HYPERDRIVE DUEL BEAM LASER
100 mW Red, 50 mW Green Laser
8 Channel DMX, auto and sound activated

$30

GEMINI RED-VIOLET DUEL BEAM LAZER
150 mW Red, 150 mW Violet Laser
Digital control panel DMX activated or auto

$60

GALAXY RGY LASER
150 mW Red 40 mW
120 preset patterns
Auto, Sound Activated or DMX

$70

$33

$50

COMPACT MINI SPLIT BEAM LASERS ML102
Green Crosses and red dots swirl around like a meteor
shower
Manual or Sound Activated
COMPACT MINI SPLIT BEAM LASERS ML108
Random coloured symbols
Manual or Sound Activated

$20

$20

DJ LIGHTS
GENI SHIMMER DJ LIGHTS
50 Watt Multiple Beam rotating mirror

$10

ADJ GOBO MOON
250 Watt Rotating Colours and Gobo

$30

ASTROBALL
300 Watt Rotating Mirror Ball Effect

$22

ASTROAGGI
2x300 Watt Rotating Mirror Ball Effect

$35

NEOD OIL WHEEL EFFECT
150 Watt

$24

CHAUVET LX10
180 Degree Moonflower Scanner
LED Effect

$13

CHAUVET SWARM 4
8 Lens Multi Coloured Flashing Beams
DMX Linkable…… Master/Slave

$25

CHAUVET MEGATRIX
Wide Spread Multibeam
DMX Linkable…… Master/Slave

$25

CHAUVET KINTA X
Multi Coloured Beams
DMX Linkable…… Master/Slave

$20

CHAUVET CUBIX 2
Multi Coloured Beams and Centre Light
DMX Linkable…… Master/Slave

$30

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
ANTARI F80Z
Party Smoke Machine 700 Watts With Remote 2500 ft3
per min output
Includes 1L of Fluid

$26

ANTARI Z1020 VIRTICAL SMOKE MACHINE
1000 Watt with DMX and Remote
10000 ft3 per min output
Includes 2.5L of Fluid
ANTARI Z3000
Professional 3000 Watt Smoke Machine with DMX and
Remote
40000 ft3 per min output
Includes 6L of Fluid
MARTIN MAGNUM HAZER 2500
2500 m3 per minute output
900 Watt Heater,11 min warm up time
Includes 3.8L fluid Capacity (use 10.5ml per min)

$56

$140
$80

CHAUVET NIMBUS JNR
Classic Dry Ice….low level fog machine
Does not include dry ice (holds 2.5kg of dry ice)

$55

ANTARI BUBBLE MACHINE
Wireless Remote
Includes 1 Lite of Bubble Fluid

$39

LIGHTING HARDWARE AND RIGGING
SOUND KING LTS6
Lighting Stand Max. Height 2.4m Max. Weight 30kg

$6

SOUND KING LTS1
Lighting Stand Max. Height 3m Max. Weight 60kg

$13

SOUND KING WS4
Lighting winch up Stand Max. Height 3.9m Max. Weight
85kg

$25

SOUND KING DLB003
Lighting winch up Stand Max. Height 4.8m Max. Weight
150kg

$66

SOUND KING MST45
Lighting truss Stand Max. Height 3.9m Max. Width 6m
Max. Weight 85kg

$110

SOUND KING TA35
Truss Adaptor To Fix 35mm Stands

$9

SOUND KING TBAR1
Tee Bar 30mm Square 6 mounting holes and fits 35mm
stands

$4

SOUND KING TBAR3
Tee Bar 50mm Round, fits 35mm stands

$5

SOUND KING HSTAND2
Floor H-Stand with 10mm bolt

$2

SOUND KING SC75
Safety Chain 75kg braking strain

$1

SOUND KING CLHD
Heavy Duty 50mm Pipe Hook

$1

SOUND KING DRA012
50mm Truss Clamp
10mm bolt

$3

SOUND KING DRA013
50mm Eye Bolt Truss Clamp

$4

SOUND KING DRA016
50mm Duel Pipe Clamp

$7

SOUND KING DRA018
50mm half coupler with truss spigot

$6

TRI-TRUSS
GLOBAL TRI-TRUSS 290mm
1m section
2m section
3m section
GLOBAL TRI-TRUSS END PLATE 290mm

GLOBAL TRI-TRUSS BASE PLATE 290mm
Weight 35kg 1m diameter

$11
$16
$20
$18

$18

BOX-TRUSS
GLOBAL BOX-TRUSS 290mm
3m section

$24

GLOBAL BOX-TRUSS BASE PLATE 290mm
Weight 35kg 900x900mm

$22

GLOBAL BOX-TRUSS END PLATE 290mm

$20

RIGGING ACCSESERYS
TV SPIGOT

GIRDER CLAMPS – 2 TON

ROUND BLACK SLINGS
1M
2M
3M
BOW SHAKLES
500kg
750kg
1000kg
STEEL AND ALLOY PIPE 50MM
2.4mx 50mm Steel Pipe
4m X 50mm Steel Pipe
4m X 50mm Aluminium
Internal Pipe Joiners

$2.30

$11

$2.40
$2.75
$4.70
$0.75
$1
$1.10
$3.60
$5.20
$8
$2.75

CHAIN BLOCKS
1 Ton 6m Lift
1 Tone 10m Lift
Chain Block Bags

$26
$41
$4

POWER DISTABUTION AND CABLES
WEILAND CABLES 4 WAY
10m
15m
20m
25m
4 Way female tail
4 Way male tail
240 VOLT 10 AMP EXTENTION LEADS BLACK
1m
2m
3m
5m
10m
15m
20m
240 VOLT 15 AMP EXTENTION LEADS BLUE
5m
10m
15m
3 PHASE 32 AMP EXTENTION CABLES
5m
10m
15m
25m
3 PHASE BREAKOUT BOXES
32 AMP to 6 x 15 AMP GPO with Breakers and earth
leakage detection
32 AMP to 16 x 10 AMP GPO with Breakers and earth
leakage detection
3.5 KW GENERATOR UNLEADED PETROL
1x15 AMP GPO

KOHLER KM22 22KVA 3 PHASE DIESEL GENERATOR
Duel 32 AMP 3 PHASE outlet

$2.50
$3.50
$5
$7.50
$5
$5
$0.85
$1
$1.20
$1.50
$2.80
$3.70
$6.35

$3.50
$6.50
$11
$5
$10
$15
$25
$24
$55

$99

TBA

MULTI DAY HIREDISCOUNT GUIDE
Hire Days Away
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Hire Days Charged
1.000
1.500
1.750
2.000
2.250
2.500
2.750
3.000
3.250
3.500
3.750
4.000
4.250
4.500
4.750
5.000
5.125
5.250
5.375
5.500
5.625
5.750
5.825
6.000
6.125
6.250
6.325
6.500
6.625
6.750
6.825

EXAMPLE:
Hire for 7 days….pay for 2.75 days
Hire for 21 days...Pay for 5.625 days
Bookings can be extended at any time
We charge for days away, not days used!

Terms & Conditions of Hire
1.Interpretation
“Contract”….means the contract comprised of the particulars as set out on the Quotation/Booking/Job Schedule.
“Customer”….means and includes the company, firm or person, the name of which is set out on the Quotation/Booking/Job/ Schedule and any person whether as
employee or authorised agent who enters into this contract on behalf of such company, firm or person.
“Equipment”….means goods specified on the Quotation/Booking/Job/Schedule.
“Supplier”….means Combined Entertainment Technologies Pty Ltd, also known as “COMENTECH”, its employees and agents.
2.Payment Terms
Unless otherwise stipulated, the customer shall pay to the supplier, the hire charges upon the issue of a tax invoice at the beginning of the period of hire. However,
in the event that the customer has engaged the supplier for the provision of equipment and services in respect of a Full Production Hire, payment shall be upon
completion of the said production , due and payable upon the date of issue of a tax invoice. If the customer fails to pay amounts due and owing to the supplier in
accordance with these terms then the customer shall be liable to pay default interest on the amount owing at a rate of 1.5% per month from the date of the original
tax invoice ,plus all collection agency fees.
3.Proper Use and Ownership of Equipment
The customer shall always use the equipment in a skilful and proper manner for the purposes intended, and in a manner recommended by its manufacturer. The
customer agrees and acknowledges that at all times the equipment is and remains the property of the supplier .During the period of hire, the customer shall not sell
,lease ,assign, transfer, part with possession of or deal with the equipment in any many which may affect, directly or indirectly, the supplier’s ownership of the
equipment. The customer shall accept full responsibility for the care and welfare of all equipment during the period of hire, and during any other time outside the
prescribed hire period whilst the equipment is in the care and custody of the customer. The supplier reserves the right to inspect the equipment the equipment at
any time during the hire period. The supplier may without prejudice to any of its other rights and without notice to the customer, retake and resume possession of
the equipment which remains the property of the supplier and, by its servants or agents , may enter upon the customers premises or any other place where the goods
may be upon the occurrence of any one of the following;

Where the customer commences to be wound-up or a liquidator is appointed (provisional or otherwise) or the hirer is placed under official management
or a receiver or manager is appointed or an encumbrance takes possession of its undertaking or property.

Where the customer becomes insolvent or bankrupt or commits an act of bankruptcy or makes an assignment for the benefit of a creditor.

Where the customer fails to pay the whole or any part of the hire of goods or any other charges for the goods supplied hereunder or for any other
equipment or services supplied to the customer by the supplier when due.

Where the customer parts with possession of the goods.

Where any other terms or conditions of the contract between the customer and supplier are breached by the customer.
The customer shall be responsible for any damage to any premises occasioned by removal of the equipment and shall indemnify the supplier in respect of any
proceedings brought against the supplier arising from the removal of the equipment.
3.Deposit
The supplier shall hold a deposit as security for the due performance by the customer of its obligations and may apply the whole or part of the deposit at any time
against monies due but unpaid or any expenses incurred by the supplier as a result of the failure of the customer to perform properly its obligations. Any
application of this deposit pursuant to this clause shall be without prejudice to any other rights of the supplier arising out of these terms and conditions of hire The
customer shall be entitled to a full refund of any deposit if no loss or damage is incurred and the equipment is returned within the period stated on the contract. The
security deposit shall be equal to the hire amount or a minimum of $100.
4.Breakdown and Damage
The customer shall be responsible for any loss or damage to the equipment for any reason whatsoever except loss or damage as a result of reasonable wear and tear
or inherent defects with the equipment. Should the equipment suffer any loss or damage and whether mechanical, electrical or otherwise)including ,but not limited
to, lamps, speakers ,recons and horn diaphram’s) and howsoever incurred whether or not whilst in the possession of the customer, the customer shall pay the
supplier on demand a further sum as stipulated by the supplier to cover such loss or damage. In the event of breakdown or failure of the equipment the customer
shall notify the supplier immediately and return the equipment to the suppliers premises as soon as practicable .No claim for faulty equipment or workmanship
shall be recognised unless notified in writing within 14 days after the date of issue of any tax invoice. The supplier shall refund at its discretion the downtime value
on inspection of the faulty equipment. Should the equipment be found by the supplier upon inspection to be faulty as a result of misuse, the customer will be
responsible for any or all repair costs. The customer shall not repair or attempt to repair the equipment without prior consent of the supplier. The customer shall not
replace, substitute or alter the equipment without the full informed knowledge of the supplier, even if such replacement is to be at the customers cost. In no event
shall the supplier be liable to the customer on any account whatsoever, whether as a result of wear and tear or any defect in the equipment or any negligence by the
supplier for any loss or damage including consequential loss or damage and whether or not foreseeable or contemplated by any of the parties. The supplier shall not
be liable for any damage to person or property caused from the misuse of hired equipment. Particular care needs to be taken when equipment is to be run from
a Generator as the main 240V power source.
5.Security
The customer is responsible for the provision of adequate security 24 hours a day to prevent theft and/or damage to the equipment prom pick up or delivery on site
till pick up or its return.
6.Delivery or Return of Equipment
The date of delivery of the goods by the supplier to the customer shall be as agreed. The customer shall return the equipment to the supplier at their own risk and
cost on or before the due date, in the same condition as it was in upon collection by the customer or delivery by the supplier excepting reasonable wear and tear.
7.Weekly Hire
In the case of weekly hire the customer shall pay to the supplier the hire fee as agreed, per week payable one week in advance. The first payment is to be made
upon acceptance of these terms and conditions of hire and each subsequent weekly payment to be paid on the due date. The customer agrees to return the goods
within 7 days of the supplier demanding the return of such goods.
8.Quotation
The customer acknowledges that the Hire Quotation/Booking/Job Estimate is a quotation only and may vary subject to availability of equipment. No equipment
will be reserved until receipt of written confirmation of the customer’s acceptance of these terms and conditions has been received by the supplier. Any changes to
the quotation that place constraints or penalties on the suppliers service schedules or cost structure will change the quoted cost in line with the changes. The
supplier charges for time out, not time used, weekends and holidays included. Equipment not returned by the due date will be regarded as stolen. The installation
of equipment shall be at customers cost. Delivery and pick up of equipment shall be at customers cost. Where a customer engages the supplier to provide services
more than 250kms from Narellan, the customer must supply at their own cost, crew accommodation and one (1) meal per day. All quotations include GST and
state stamp duty where applicable. This quotation does not include accommodation, meals ,drum risers, spotlight operators, extra loading crew, licensed riggers or
electricians, staging equipment, scaffolding for PA towers or front of house positioning, security power supplies ,connections and disconnection for 3 phase power
beyond 30m from distribution point, and any equipment or services not listed within the Hire Quotation/Booking/Job schedule.
No crew member is permitted to work more than 12 hours without a 2 hour break.

9.Cancellation
Cancellations with 48 hrs of the event will incur no charge.
Should inclement weather or any other reason, cause the postponement or cancellation of the event less than 48 hrs prior to the event ,then the full contract price
will be deemed due and payable less any monies not expended on wages, sub contractors and other services.
10.Indemnity
The customer agrees to indemnify the supplier from any claim, action, proceeding, judgement, damage, loss, costs, expense or liability whatsoever incurred or
suffered or brought or made or recovered against the supplier to the extent that the same arises or is connected with or all actions by the customer, representatives
partners, or agents or all of its third part contractors or suppliers. The customer will be liable to the supplier regardless of any other contractual arrangements that
they have entered into with third parties either known or unknown to the supplier.
11. Acceptance
Acceptance of these Terms and Conditions of Hire must be received by the supplier(initialled copy) before the commencement of the provision of equipment or
services .In the event that equipment or services are provided by the supplier prior to receiving written acceptance, the absence of any written objection to such
provision shall be deemed acceptance of the Terms and Conditions of Hire as set out above.
12.Law
The laws of New South Wales, Australia shall govern the terms and conditions of this agreement, and it is agreed that Narellan, New South Wales postcode 2567,
provides the appropriate venue for any action due as a result of any dispute or breach of agreement between the parties arising hereunder.

Extent of Hire Services
PRODUCTION includes the following; site inspection when practical; preparation of equipment in factory; function testing of equipment;
electrical test of equipment as per Gov OH&S requirements; test all lighting fixture lamps; confirm equipment with customer; pack the truck safely and secure
load; drive to venue and arrive on time; meet with venue staff and do a walk through; have a short planning discussion with crew; notify venue staff of any issues
related to the job; set up and test sound equipment; set up and test lighting equipment; set up and test audiovisual equipment; do final inspection of work are to
make sure OH&S compliant; run through rehearsal with clients, band or artists; operate function in a professional manner; clear stage; pack and load all equipment
back into truck ;return to factory and unload clean and store away equipment used.; prepare and finalise paperwork.
WET HIRE….Delivery & Pick Up Hire includes the following; preparation and sorting of equipment in factory; function test of all equipment; electrical testing
as required as per Gov OH & S requirement; ensure all lamps are working; confirm correct equipment with customer; pack truck safely and secure load; drive to
venue and arrive at agreed time; meet with venue staff or customer re location of equipment; set up and test equipment (if required as per the quotation);leave area
tidy; arrive after function at agreed time and pack up equipment; load truck safely and secure: return to factory and unload; clean and store away equipment used;
prepare and finalise paperwork.
DRY HIRE….Customer Pick Up & Return includes the following; preparation of equipment at factory; test all equipment as required per Gov OH & S
requirements; ensure all lamps working; confirm equipment list with customer and pick up time; check off equipment when loading with customer; on return to
factory, unload and check all equipment in; finalise paperwork.

Combined Entertainment Technologies Pty Ltd T/as

COMENTECH
ABN: 64143942787
Delivery & Pick Up: 1/21 Grahams Hill Rd, NARELLAN,NSW 2567

PHONE…. 1300 658 350
FAX:
02 4647 4438
EMAIL: enquiry@comentech.com.au
WEB: www.comentech.com.au
EFT Payments: BSB: 112-879 Acct: 456570811
Acct Name: Combined Entertainment Technologies Pty Ltd

